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 Introduction and overview

 Update from the Advisory Panel 
Follow-Up Meeting

 What’s next for ECCE – plans for 
the next few months

 Publication Policy and Plans

ECCE 24 January 
Meeting Agenda
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Timeline for Proposal Evaluations
 13-15 December 2021: First Panel Meeting – most sessions public

 ECCE presented the proposal and answered initial questions
 17 December 20221 – 16 January 2022: Homework Period

 Questions on technical aspects of physics performance (6), general physics performance 
(7), projections for full physics processes (2), collaboration/management/organization (2), 
overall experimental design (2), electronics/DAQ/offline

 Thanks to the tremendous effort of the ECCE Consortium a response was submitted via a 
set of 140 slides 

 19-21 January 2022: Follow-Up Panel Meeting – executive only, 1 hour Q&A w. ECCE
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January 2022 Panel Q&A

 ECCE was represented at that meeting 
by the SC, one convener from each of 
our Teams and a few selected working 
group conveners that led the work on 
specific homework questions

 The January 2022 Panel Q&A session was focused on clarifying our responses and 
answering any remaining questions

 Overall the impression from the review was quite positive including complementary 
remarks on the work ECCE had submitted

 One further homework question was given (due 1/28) and is being worked on:
At a very high level what would be your approach if staging of the detector 
construction were to become necessary either due to technical or funding issues? 
How would this impact the cost profile and need for Project funds?

 The panel asked 14 follow-up and 
clarification questions that were 
answered by the ECCE representatives 
during the 1 hour Q&A session on 19 
January 2022
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ECCE Strategy  for Follow-up – Preamble

ECCE made a strong case that the EIC White Paper and NAS science is 
accessible with the existing ECCE magnet and the proper choice of 
detector technologies, armed with use of modern electronics for 
streaming, advanced computing, and AI-methods to guide further 
design and science preparations.

Near and long-term strategy independent of what the DPAP panel 
advises, and is decided:
• Near term: 

• Improve our design (e.g., focus on upgrades, the insert, etc.)
• Evolve towards a collaboration by starting a bylaws committee
• Remain in phase with the EIC Project and aligned with the overall EICUG.

• Long term: 
• Ensure that the detector design remains compatible with the EIC science.
• Remain inclusive and open to any new collaborators as we move forward 

towards full collaboration establishment and CD-2
• Ensure ECCE collaborators get credit for their work
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ECCE Overall Strategy – 2022 (slide 1 of 2)
 Further develop physics analysis and simulation tools, so that can 

we prepare to quickly check the impact on science on any changes 
in detector components
 Example: implementing suggestions from the panel review
 Example: simulations will guide the EIC detector project to on one hand 

remain compatible with EIC science goals yet also meet cost and schedule, 
i.e., whatever detector is chosen and collaboration is formed, it still should 
be consistent with the ongoing EIC project plan and structure

 Continue publication of physics and/or detector related studies
 Continue reaching out to interested collaborators that are not yet 

part of our efforts
 Take steps to formulate the collaboration by initiating a bylaws 

committee
 Reach out to the EICUG SC to work together as EIC community

 for a Detector 1 where everyone should be welcome, regardless of proto-
collaboration,

 and a path forward for the community to Detector 2.
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ECCE Overall Strategy – 2022 (slide 2 of 2)

 Do a Lessons Learned and Gap Analysis
 Are there lessons learned for physics analysis, for detector 

choices, for software from the other proto-collaborations?
 Are there areas where we benefit from synergy?

o Yes! This is already done through the Si tracking, the EEEmCal, 
electronics, the polarimeters, DIRC, …

 Reach out to other proto-collaboration – identify detector 
subsystem communalities and collaborate on furthering design 
ideas, R&D etc.
 Examples: dRICH, AC-LGAD and MPGD tracking, computing

 There are already global community efforts planned on Software 
(01/26 & 01/27), a joint IR meeting (01/31?). Maybe more?

If ECCE is to become detector 1 for the EIC project, how can we 
facilitate the process to be inclusive and open to all
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ECCE Approach

 Continuation of bi-weekly meeting schedule
 Should we go back to a regular rotation? If so, what should the rotation be? 

 Continuation of Working Group meeting schedule
 Conveners may set up meetings to provide a venue for discussion

 Establish the ECCE publication policy – see next talk

 Set up meetings with the other proto-collaborations and the EICUG

 Develop a committee to draft by-laws to have the documentation 
ready when the time comes for collaboration formation
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